CigaretteBusterTM
Hardwired System
Installation Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of a CigaretteBusterTM Hardwired smoking detector to enforce your
smoking rules! These instructions are for use with hardwired smoking detector models xx40 used in
conjunction with horn, strobe, or combination horn/strobe indicator. They catch smokers and close a wired
relay to activate a horn and/or strobe up to 5000 feet away.
1. Check list of items. When you first receive your package, open the box and make sure all of the parts
that you ordered have been included. You should have the following:
-

one detector with mounting screws for each room to be monitored according to model numbers below:

Model 5240
Smoke Detector
Shell

Model 7440
Surface Mount
(Cage)

Model 7640
Fake Sprinkler
Head

Model 7740
Fake
Deodorizer

Model 7840
Speaker Grill

Model 7940
Air Vent

- one or more indicators with mounting screws:

Strobe

Horn

Horn/Strobe

2. Read all instructions included with your purchase.
3. Gather all units in one location and test to ensure that each piece is operational before
installing.
a. Connect wires between detector and
indicator as shown in the diagram.
b. Plug indicator into outlet using adapter.
c. Turn detector ON by sliding switch
located on underside of circuit board in
direction of arrow.
d. Light a flame 8’ to 10’ in front of the face of detector.
e. The Indicator (horn and/or strobe) will be activated after a 30 second delay. (Our

research has shown that a 30 second delay is most effective. Smokers are impacted by the
alarm but are less likely to identify the source and attempt to locate and tamper with the detector.
Activation may be immediate if you have ordered this feature).
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f. Turn detector switch OFF until ready to install.
g. Repeat procedure for any additional detectors purchased.
4. When ready to install, place detector in room to be monitored and indicator in area where signal
will be seen or heard. If possible, choose a time when no smokers will be around to observe where
or how it works.
5. Locate the four color-coded wires on both detector and indicator. Run wires between the two
devices, matching color or wiring as shown in the diagram. The device may be wired at a distance
of up to 5000’.
6. Following separate User Instructions sheet install detector(s) in each area to be monitored. You
may want to add household smoke detectors to camouflage location of detector.
7. Screw indicator into ceiling or wall in the location where you would like smoking notification to
occur. Use screws provided, screwdriver, and ladder.
8. Plug adapter on indicator into 110V AC electrical outlet. This will power both indicator and
detector.
9. Once installation is complete, test system again by lighting flame 8’ to 10’ in front of
detector(s). You should hear or see signal after 30 second delay.
10. Inspect units periodically to ensure that they have not been tampered with and are free from
dirt.

Questions, comments, or concerns:
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phone: 216-360-0433 i fax: 216-360-9805
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